Agenda* of the International i.s.h.med live 2018

Tuesday June 12th – Clients and Partners

Registration / Morning Coffee / i.s.h.med Market Place
Welcome on the digital journey!

*i.s.h.med* strategy 2025 – SAP Cloud Platform (SCP), *i.s.h.med* and our vision

*i.s.h.med* strategy 2025: We take you on the digital journey…our vision, where we are today, and where we want to be with you and *i.s.h.med* in 2025, and the path together to get there.

Transition – The journey from R/3 to SCP

The journey of R/3 to SCP – A Transition over the upcoming years: What will be the first opportunities? How does that feel for an end user? What does happen technically in the background? Which moves are planned within now and 2025? What happens at the end? How - how much – and what will be reused in the new world? A lot of questions, this will be a first attempt to give answers and to show what our actual thoughts are. It will be a good opportunity to understand our current plan, to challenge it and to get even more input for adjustments where needed and feasible. A warm welcome to this journey …

Coffee Break with Networking @ Market Place

Client Contribution

Building digital health strategy for Catalonia. SISCAT Information Systems Masterplan: Increasingly, the availability of accurate and quality information, at the right format and at the right time, is the basis for efficient management, proper planning and the most important and valuable allied for the clinical decision support. These facts are the starting point of these thoughts about current information systems and what should be their evolution to achieve push towards the objective of improving people’s health and the quality of care we provide.

Lunch Break with Networking @ Market Place

Partner Workshop Sessions

**SAP**: SAP roadmap update on Patient Administration and Patient Accounting

**CommonMS**: Hospital Digital Transformation: Empower your Cerner *i.s.h.med* solution

**Nuance**: Clinical Documentation in Cerner’s *i.s.h.med* in the age of AI

**Seidor**: Seidor Consulting: Enterprise deployment of Smart UI and more at Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Déu de Sant Boi de Llobregat

**SECA**: seca integration solutions – integrating weight and height into the clinical workflow

**Elsevier**: Elsevier’s portfolio of evidence-based solutions supports clinical practice through *i.s.h.med*

This year’s Conference Partners are

*Agenda subject to change*
Break-out sessions: Patient Engagement, Population Health, The journey of transition and more

*i.s.h.med clients in their safe medication use efforts*: Accurate drug data and decision support is imperative to any patient’s care regimen. Cerner Multum provides pertinent drug information, designed to allow providers to safely order medications. In this session, Cerner will present how Cerner Multum is being integrated with *i.s.h.med*.

**Actual challenges for data privacy in HIS**: How does the GDPR change data privacy in the hospital? What are additional tasks? How can Cerner support? The GDPR lists many rights of the patients and responsibilities of the hospital. Some obligations are new but most topics of a GDPR compliant information management in the hospital are an updating. Cerner reviewed *i.s.h.med* and provides the updates with the actual software deployment. Increasing penalties are one motivation to pay more attention to the completeness of implemented features.

**Data intelligence and population health management**: Aiden Malone, Senior Director Population Health, will share Cerner's vision and experience with clients pursuing the Triple Aim through leveraging data intelligence and population health management strategies. Aiden will cover the informatics opportunities from leveraging EMRs such as *i.s.h.med* to derive information and integrate actionable insights back into workflow, whilst challenging us to consider the implications of good EMR design and data quality.

**SAP Cloud Platform & Security**

Wrap Up

Networking Dinner

**Wednesday June 13th – Clients and Partners**

**Market Place**

**Key Note – Stay curious**

**Emotional Design**: Beyond User Experience, there’s the emotional design of a product or service, which is often overlooked. Why does emotion matter and what impact does it have on the user experience? All design elicits an emotion. How can the health care industry design solutions and mobile apps with the patient’s emotion in mind?

**Cerner’s approach**

**Moving from implementation to value**: Giulio Bognolo, Cerner’s CMO will share Cerner’s approach to a value based implementation, including primary targets for quality and operational improvement, and how to best unlock the benefit of digital transformation.

*Agenda subject to change*
Coffee Break with Networking @ Market Place
Client Contributions
HIMSS certification – client’s experience
ED on the Cloud and SCP

A preview of the new look and feel of the new cloud based i.s.h.med: Cerner explains the motivation, the collection of design input and the actual outcome. How does the joint approach with SAP look like? What are the first steps regarding the SCP?

Lunch Break with Networking @ Market Place
Key Note – Stay curious

Brain to robot: Gordon Cheng is heading the Institute for Cognitive Systems at Technische Universität München (TUM). The passionate robotics engineer believes that, in the future, robots and smart machines will better assist especially older and disabled people in their daily lives. Cheng is convinced that research must give something back to society.

Client Contributions

Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Deu de Sant Boi del Llobregat - a client’s story: Together with their implementation partner the Spanish client Parc Sanitari Sant Joan de Deu de Sant Boi del Llobregat will present their project. The challenge, which aims to accelerate its digital transformation, has involved the Smart UI implementation for more than 1,500 professionals covering all provided lines of healthcare activity.

Design, measuring and presenting nursing KPIs: Gelre Ziekenhuizen and VsapGZ show how nursing workflow (EVD 3.0) has been developed and how they present the KPI’s in a dashboard to the management.

Wrap up and Farewell
Networking @ Market Place
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